Abstract

We introduce a synthetic dialogue generation framework, Velocidapter, which addresses the corpus availability problem for dialogue comprehension. Velocidapter augments datasets by simulating synthetic conversations for a task-oriented dialogue domain, requiring a small amount of bootstrapping work for each new domain. We evaluate the efficacy of our framework on a task-oriented dialogue comprehension dataset, MRCWOZ, which we curate by annotating questions for slots in the restaurant, taxi, and hotel domains of the MultiWOZ 2.2 dataset (Zang et al., 2020).

We run experiments within a low-resource setting, where we pretrain a model on SQuAD, fine-tuning it on either a small original data or on the synthetic data generated by our framework. Velocidapter shows significant improvements using both the transformer-based BERT-Base and BiDAF as base models. We further show that the framework is easy to use by novice users and conclude that Velocidapter can greatly help training over task-oriented dialogues, especially for low-resourced emerging domains.

1 Introduction

Humans perform dialogue interactions to accomplish common tasks: work email threads, nurse–patient conversations, customer service conversations, etc. (cf. Table 1). Systems that can comprehend and answer key questions about these dialogues can significantly speed up information extraction from such documents. However, studies in machine reading comprehension (MRC) largely focus on the written form of text, such as news articles, Wikipedia documents, etc. These are not directly applicable to dialogue comprehension. While there are datasets that incorporate dialogue components in MRC (Sun et al., 2020; Reddy et al., 2020; Choi et al., 2018), they are not representative of task-oriented dialogue. Such dialogue comprehension systems are currently constrained by the lack of annotated data.

A task-oriented dialogue is a form of information exchange where the system obtains user preferences (i.e. slot values for attributes) by conversation. The dynamic flow between speakers in these dialogues introduces additional challenges such as: (1) Mind change: Speakers might state their preference over some attribute/slot two or more times (cf. Table 1 U3&U4: Italian → British food); (2) Topic drift: Speakers might change the topic of the conversation abruptly (cf. Table 1 U2: price range...
Figure 1: An example of how Velocidapter generates a synthetic dialogue using turn templates from two existing dialogues in the restaurant booking domain.

→ date and time); (3) Zero anaphora: Information is represented in several turns that are spoken by different speakers. Thus, speakers may use a gap in the text to refer back to a previous expression (cf. Table 1 U5: “book me a table ...” → “Fitzbillys Restaurant”); (4) Over-explanation: Decisions are taken real-time during the conversation thus speakers might make overly verbose explanations of their preferences (cf. Table 1 U2: “Only the best for my family...”).

Among recent data augmentation studies, Liu et al. (2019) contribute the sole prior work explicitly on task-oriented dialogue comprehension. However, their synthetic data generation is scoped within a clinical scenario, with templates of inquiry–response pairs between nurses and patients. This limits dialogue-specific traits, such as mind change and co-reference, to consecutive turns only.

Inspired by this prior work, we introduce Velocidapter, which can augment a handful of task-oriented dialogues to a synthetic dataset that is larger by several orders of magnitudes. Figure 1 shows a simple, intuitive example of Velocidapter’s synthetic generation in the restaurant booking domain. Different from prior work, we define templates as dialogue chunks (i.e. several contiguous turns), which we call discourse templates. This lets us design dialogue-specific challenges that span over multiple dialogue turns (e.g. mind change, zero anaphora, etc.). We further aim to expand prior work by addressing scalability issues for task-based dialogue comprehension by leveraging synthetic generation with a mutual concept: domain adaptation (DA). This pairing is synergistic: DA gives the model the necessary pretraining to generalize well, and the synthetic generation process yields sufficient data in the target domain to effectively fine-tune the model.

To use Velocidapter, a user extracts pairs of discourse templates from a few development dialogues in the target domain (cf. colored dialogue chunks within dialogues 1 and 2 in Figure 1), a value list for each slot (cf. slot values in Figure 1), and a question list for each slot. With these inputs, Velocidapter simulates a synthetic corpus of task-oriented dialogues by mixing turn templates from several dialogues and filling templates with values from the slot value list. Finally, it matches each dialogue to a set of questions according to the slots they contain. This synthetic dataset is then used to train or fine-tune a dialogue comprehension model in the target domain.

We contribute a new dataset, MRCWOZ, to evaluate our framework. This dataset is generated from the existing large dialogue corpus, MultiWOZ 2.2 (Zang et al., 2020), which is used for DST (dialogue state tracking) task. We form training and test sets of MRCWOZ from the respective sets in MultiWOZ by annotating questions for each unique slot type in the restaurant, hotel, and taxi domains. Note that the formation of MRCWOZ is completely separate from our augmentation framework. We show that within a low resource setting, models using our framework significantly outperform models using original target data (raw data). Specifically, Velocidapter outperforms the raw training by 0.26, 3.82, and 13.23 F1 scores in the restaurant, hotel, and taxi domains, respectively. These gains are obtained at little human time cost and are robust: through a user study, we show that templates extracted by a novice human in under an hour, still lead to significant improvements over raw training.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to make use of the inherent clustered structure of task-oriented conversations to augment a large set of instantiated dialogue datasets. Our framework is also the first to address dialogue-specific challenges that span over several turns within a machine comprehension perspective. We thus conclude that this approach potentially can greatly facilitate the rapid advancement of understudied task-oriented dialogue areas, which lack sufficient corpora.

1Framework and experimental data available at https://github.com/cuthallonn/Velocidapter
2 Related Work

Reading Comprehension. Corpora on reading comprehension are largely limited to written text, e.g., SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2018b), MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016), RACE (Lai et al., 2017), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) and many others (Hermann et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Richardson et al., 2013; Kocisky et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). These datasets are all collections of written passages: SQuAD collects Q–A pairs for evidence documents.

A few incorporate a conversational component to the MRC task. DREAM (Sun et al., 2020), FriendsqA (Yang and Choi, 2019) and a study by Ma et al. (2018) are all dialogue comprehension datasets. Although a valuable source, these do not apply to task-oriented dialogue comprehension, as all three are open-domain and multi-party. In contrast, CoQA and QuAC do employ two-party dialogue; however, their task is to conversationally answer questions about a passage, diverging from our task definition (Reddy et al., 2020; Choi et al., 2018).

Synthetic Text Generation. Natural language generation (NLG) systems are basic components of text generation. These systems can be classified into three different categories by their approach: data-driven, rule-based, and template-based. The analysis in the English-to-English NLG challenge (Dušek et al., 2020) concluded that template-based systems outperform neural systems in terms of output diversity and complexity.

Liu et al. (2019) try to train a task-oriented dialogue comprehension model with data from a synthetic data generator that simulates human-human dialogues. However, their system is confined to turn-level transformations, limiting the information flow within the generated dialogue. Shah et al. (2018) also use a template-based approach: they simulate dialogue templates with a rule-based system and then use crowdsourced workers to fill in the templates, generating a dialogue corpus. This process requires manual work for each dialogue created.

Data-driven approaches largely lack the transparent controllability and diversity provided by a template-based approach (Dušek et al., 2020). There are, however, studies that tackle this problem. Wiseman et al. (2018); Ye et al. (2020) try to learn templates from data and use them to generate text. Peng et al. (2020) uses few-shot learning to train models that can be easily adapted to new domains. However, these are not convenient for use in our setting, as they all assume at least an unlabeled dataset in the domain to generate the synthetic data.

Domain adaptation (DA). With the recent increase in the number of large corpora, DA has attracted the attention of many MRC researchers. Zhao and Liu (2018) and Wiese et al. (2017) use models pretrained with the SQuAD dataset to increase performance in the target domain, utilizing small amounts of labeled data. In (Hazen et al., 2019), the authors pretrain models over the many large MRC corpora (SQuAD, NewsQA, etc.), then fine-tune them on the associated development set. Golub et al. (2017) and Wang et al. (2019) both use a data-driven approach generating synthetic questions on target unlabeled data and fine-tuning models on this synthetic data. In a variant, Li et al. (2019) instead ensemble pretrained language models, before appropriate fine-tuning.

3 Velocidapter: Data Generation Framework

Let us first formalize our task. Our goal is to create a task-oriented dialogue-augmentation framework $F$, that given a list of dialogue turn templates $T$, a slot label-value list $S_V$, and finally a slot label-question list $S_Q$, can generate a large dialogue comprehension dataset $D$. $F$ creates individual synthetic dialogues in $D$ by composing turn templates from $T$, filling these turn templates with values from $S_V$, and finally matching these to questions from $S_Q$. $D$ then can be used to train or fine-tune a task-oriented dialogue comprehension model.

Task-oriented dialogues can be deconstructed as having dialogue units that convey slot values for particular attributes. We name these atomic units that are composed to create dialogues in our framework as discourse templates. Velocidapter takes as input a set of manually-extracted discourse templates and outputs instantiated dialogues that are of orders of magnitudes larger in scale. This facilitates the robust training of large models from just a few dialogue instances. Figure 2 shows the end-to-end pipeline of our framework. To use Velocidapter a user extracts the turn templates from a small, task-oriented dialogue development set (e.g. in Figure 2 turn templates in 2A are extracted from dialogues in 1A), a list of values for each slot (2B), and a
list of questions for each slot (3B). Velocidapter then generates individual dialogues (3A) and their associated Inquiry–Response pairs (4A), by executing three steps: (1) structured corpus construction, (2) dialogue template generation, and (3) dialogue corpus generation.

3.1 Structured Corpus Construction

Traditionally, creating a corpus is a painstaking process, involving the collection of data from authentic environments, creation of coding guidelines, followed by manual coding with checks. Velocidapter eases this by structuring this once-only manual process into three stages: discourse template construction, slot value enumeration, and question construction. We review these steps grounded with examples taken from the restaurant domain of the MRCWOZ dataset.

3.1.1 Discourse Template Construction

We classify the discourse templates into two forms of communication: 1) Salutation and 2) Request–Response. Salutation templates provide the pragmatic framing of the conversation, such as a greeting and farewell (i.e. “Hello, I am looking for a restaurant to dine in”), whereas request–response templates concern information exchange through requests (by system or user) and responses; Table 3 depicts some sample request–response templates. Each request–response template is associated with at least one slot label, where each slot label consists of a base and an optional arbitrary prefix separated by a dash (e.g. arbitrary-food_type, price_range, city_area). The base determines the values and questions that the slot will be matched to. The prefix arbitrary indicates that this placeholder’s value is not the final answer for the subject slot label.

The framework considers this keyword to guarantee two conditions: (1) that two slots with the same base, are filled with different values, and (2) that the final answer is indexed to point to the one that is not arbitrary.

There is no restriction on the number of turns a discourse template can contain. This feature is useful in designing complex conversations that may be expected in the test set. Table 3 shows examples of such turn templates. The first sample in the table illustrates a frequent phenomenon in dialogue, where the user over-explains the background of a slot decision. The correct area slot in this discourse template is given by the latter slot label city_area. The second sample shows a discourse template with four turns that instantiates another common flaw where a user changes a decision she made in an earlier turn. The framework expects each request–response discourse template to start with a system turn. However, by supporting multiple turns in a discourse template, Velocidapter allows for mixed initiative, where the user can change the conversation topic (cf. final sample in Table 3).

3.1.2 Slot Label–Value List Construction

The slot label–value list (Figure 2-2B) is a mapping from each label to its possible values. The slot label–value list must have an entry for each unique slot label introduced in the discourse templates, along with its possible filler values. The left hand side of the Table 2 shows shortened lists for three slot labels food_type, city_area and price_range.

3.1.3 Question List Construction

The question list (Figure 2-3B) is provided to match each dialogue to a set of questions. The question list must also have an entry for each slot label introduced in the discourse templates, along with the possible questions that refer to the label. Table 2 (R) shows question lists of three slot labels in the restaurant booking domain.
### Table 2: (L) Snippet of a Sample Slot Label–Value List which includes a corresponding entry for each unique slot defined. (R) Snippet of a Sample Slot Label–Question List which includes a corresponding entry for every unique slot label defined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Label</th>
<th>Slot Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>food_type</td>
<td>Turkish, Mexican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>city_area</td>
<td>Centre, North, South, East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price_range</td>
<td>Expensive, Cheap, Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Label</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>food_type</td>
<td>What type of food does the user want to have?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>city_area</td>
<td>What part of the town does the user willing to dine in?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Sample Request–Response Discourse Templates. Each Request–Response template provides an information exchange between the user and system over at least one slot label (i.e. food_type).

**Over-Explanation:**

- **System**: Which part of the city would you favor?
- **User**: The arbitrary-city_area is too far from my place, I think city_area would work the best.

**Mind Change:**

- **System**: What cuisine would you like to try?
- **User**: Let's try arbitrary-food_type, please.
- **System**: Okay, sounds good.
- **User**: Sorry, I want to have food_type type instead.

**Mixed-Initiative:**

- **System**: What are you planning to eat?
- **User**: I am planning to eat food_type.
- **System**: Sure thing, I can check for that.
- **User**: Please find me a place that is in price_range price range.

#### 3.3 Dialogue Corpus Generation

The final step, dialogue generation, fills the dialogue templates generated in the last step using the list of slot label–value pairs. The process is randomized but also constrained to avoid select values for any previously instantiated label. The framework permutes each dialogue template by filling in a range of slot values until it exceeds a predetermined user-specified count. Each generated dialogue is stored with a list of questions according to the slot labels they contain. The right hand side of Table 4 illustrates a generated fully-instantiated dialogue. This ends the synthetic data generation process. By running this process many times, we can create an arbitrarily-large dataset that can be used to train a dialogue comprehension model.

### 4 Experiments

To evaluate we need a dataset for dialogue comprehension. Unfortunately, no suitable dataset exists for this purpose, so we pick an existing dialogue dataset and retrofit it for our evaluation purposes. We start with the MultiWOZ dataset, commonly used for DST.

We choose a range of domains from MultiWOZ to work with to showcase the domain agnostic feature of our framework. We leave hospital and police domains out, following past work (Campagna et al., 2020) since they lack correct annotations and validation and test sets. From the remaining five we choose restaurant, hotel, and taxi domains as their pools of slot labels show very few overlaps thus resulting in a diverse dataset. The resulting corpus contains 2,409 dialogues, averaging 8.92 turns per dialogue, and 12.2 tokens per turn. But since MultiWOZ does not come with dialogue comprehension questions natively, we supply hand annotated questions as detailed next.
User: Hello, I would like to find a place to dine in, there will be 4 of us.

System: What cuisine would you like to try?

User: Let's try British, please.

System: Okay sounds good.

User: Sorry, I want to have Italian instead.

System: Which part of the city would you favor?

User: The center is too far from my place, I think south would work the best.

System: Okay, does Friday sound good?

User: Yes, that should work.

System: Great, your booking is successful. Anything else I can help you with?

User: This is all I wanted for today, thank you.

System: Thanks, goodbye.

---

User: Hello, I would like to find a place to dine in, there will be restaurant_bookpeople of us.

System: What cuisine would you like to try?

User: Let's try food_type, please.

System: Okay sounds good.

User: Sorry, I want to have food_type instead.

System: Which part of the city would you favor?

User: The arbitrary-city_area is too far from my place, I think city_area would work the best.

System: Okay, does restaurant_bookday sound good?

User: This is all I wanted for today, thank you.

System: Thanks, goodbye.

---

Table 4: (L) Velocidapter-generated dialogue template, using the user-provided discourse templates. (R) Fully-instantiated Velocidapter-generated dialogue, created by filling the generated dialogue template in (L).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>2859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Domain specific dialogue (Dial.) and slot-question (S–Q) number statistics of MRCWOZ for both train and test splits. As there is a question corresponding to each slot in a dialogue, their numbers are identical.

For each slot type in MultiWOZ, we manually create a list with a few questions. We then match each dialogue to a set of questions according to the slots present in the dialogue to create our MultiWOZ dialogue comprehension dataset, which we term MRCWOZ. As a result of this process, MRCWOZ pairs each dialogue with an average of 4.2 questions. The domain-specific statistics of MRCWOZ data can be seen in Table 5. This resultant training and testing split are identical with MultiWOZ. Note specifically that this generation process is completely separate from the dialogue augmentation in Velocidapter that we evaluate.

We also randomly sample a small development set, vel_dev containing few dialogue (e.g. 2–10 dialogues) from the training set of each domain to extract turn templates for Velocidapter. During sampling, we ensure that the final set of dialogues cover all possible slots encountered in the test set so that the trained model will be exposed to each slot at least once (e.g. food_type, booking_day, etc.).

We fine-tune the BERT-Base (Devlin et al., 2019a) and BiDAF models (Seo et al., 2016) in experiments representing three different scenarios/datasets: (1) In a high-resource scenario on MRCWOZ, which serves as an upper bound for our experimental setup. We term the models that are fine-tuned with this dataset WOZ_Large; (2) In a low resource setting on the small vel_dev set, which uses only a handful of dialogues. We term models fine-tuned with this other training set WOZ_Small. (3) In our proposed setting on our framework’s synthetic dataset. We term models trained with this set as Velocidapter. Considering that our synthetic data is generated by templates extracted from the vel_dev set, this is a low resource scenario. Moreover, we also train a model version that also has its respective pre-trained versions on SQuAD, we add an “SQ” prefix to the name of each model to denote them: (1′)-SQ+WOZ_Large (2′)-SQ+Velocidapter (3′)-SQ+WOZ_Small.

The careful reader will note that the second and third settings are directly comparable, as they both utilize the same vel_dev dataset, but our framework multiply augments this initial dataset to a large volume of synthetic data.

We evaluate the performance of models on the MRCWOZ test set using the proposed F1 and exact match (EM) metrics as in SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2018b), using the official evaluation scripts provided.

4.1 Implementation Details

We use BERT-Base for the larger portion of our experiments. BERT-Base is a transformer-based language representation model pretrained in an unsupervised manner, often followed by finetuning in the target domain. Since our data is formatted following the SQuAD dataset, we use the official script provided by Devlin et al. (2019b) to train our
Table 6: (a) Results of all three training settings on all three domains of the MRCWOZ dataset using the BERT-Base model, including the user study. (b) Results of all three training settings on the restaurant domain of the MRCWOZ dataset using the BiDAF model. Each result is an average of 5 runs. The first two rows show rich resource, upper bound results. The next 4 rows show low resource setting results. The last row in (a) is showing the results of training with novice templates from our user study. For each column, the upper-bound result is underlined and the best result in the low-resource setting is bolded. SQ+Velocidapter results are marked with an asterisk if significant when compared against SQ+WOZ_Small (p < .05).

(b) BiDAF; restaurant domain.

Figure 3: Plots showing synthetic data size effect in each domain: hotel, restaurant, taxi from left to right. The $F_1$ scores are averages over 5 different training sessions with 5 different synthetic datasets. The vertical ticks give a notion of experimental variance, denoting the maximum and minimum scores across the 5 runs.

4.2 Results

Table 6a gives the main results of our experiments. For the BERT-Base model, these suggest that both with and without pretraining, our framework outperforms other models in all three domains under the low-resource setting. The performance improvement introduced by our framework is larger in the taxi domain than the hotel and the restaurant domains. We believe this is due to the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) challenge being more significant in the former. Because our framework enriches the dialogue templates with a diverse set of slot values, it addresses unseen vocabulary problems.

We repeat the restaurant domain experiments using the recurrent BiDAF model. Table 6b shows that the BiDAF model performs poorly in comparison to the BERT. This phenomenon parallels results on the SQuAD leaderboard where transformer-based models over-perform the recurrent BiDAF model by large (Rajpurkar et al., 2018a). Our framework is still able to boost the performance by a significant margin, showing that it works in a model. During training, we use the default hyperparameters that proved best in the original paper. We set the total number of steps for the original and synthetic training equal so that their comparison is fair.

To demonstrate that our framework is model-agnostic, we also demonstrate our technique on BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016). This is a hierarchical model that forms multiple levels of context representations using attention in both directions: context-to-query and query-to-context. During training, we again use the same hyperparameter set that was facilitated within the paper and limit the training of both synthetic and original training to 20k steps.
model-agnostic manner.

4.3 Synthetic Data Size Effect

Similar to Liu et al. (2019), we find that the amount of synthetic data generated does not linearly benefit the model. To find the optimal amount for each domain, we set the size of the synthetic dataset as a hyperparameter during BiDAF experiments and plot the results in Figure 3. We hypothesize that the reason for the differing optima across domains is indicative of the coverage of the development sets from which we choose the dialogue turn templates. As these sets only have a few examples for each slot, they are not representative of the entire dataset. Although the augmentation process results in a more comprehensive set that improves the results, the synthetic data is (greatly) biased towards the examples in this small development set. When this bias becomes too pronounced through over-augmentation, we posit that the generalization of the model suffers. Hence, the synthetic data generation has still an ideal size that achieves optimal results in the low-resource setting, outperforming raw training over the development set.

Our analysis also points to the possibility of improvement by optimizing the choice of examples to cater for coverage and representativeness over the dataset’s instance space. This can be achieved through a pipelined setting where the model directs the augmentation framework to create dialogues similar to which it shows low confidence on within the development set. We leave this as a field of study for future work.

4.4 Error Analysis in the Taxi Domain

We compare the two methods SQ+WOZ_Small and SQ+Velocidapter trained on BiDAF model qualitatively by analyzing errors made by the models on the taxi domain test set. We characterize the system errors to get a better sense of the overall causes (and potential solutions):

- **Partial value match** are errors that occur when the model predicts the slot only partially (an inexact match). An example is predicting the destination in the sentence “I want a ride to Shanghai restaurant” as “Shanghai” (partial) or “ride to Shanghai restaurant” (overshot).

- **Value mismatch** happens when the model predicts a value that is sound and appropriate for the given question but is not the ground-truth answer. This happens frequently by confusing destination and source places in the taxi domain; **Slot mismatch** is a common error where the model answers a question for one slot with another slot. Some observed patterns are replying with time when the question is asking for a place, and vice versa;

- **Former value match** occurs when the user states a value for some slot and then change their mind either in the same turn or in another upcoming turn and the model confuses the answer with the preceding value;

- **Overly long match**, this error type only happens within the SQ+WOZ_Small model, the prediction covers a very long span which takes up several turns;

- **Minor errors** (Rows 6–8) constitute the majority of the errors made by Velocidapter. These errors are small discrepancies from the ground truth such as punctuation, capitalization, or missing determiners.

- **Finally, Unrelated** errors occur when the answer provided by the system is unrelated to the question in any way.

From Table 7, we see that Velocidapter significantly reduces the incidence of many major dialogue-specific errors (Rows 1–5), indicating that the dialogue structure is smoother. It is also evident that the biggest difference in performance is in value-based errors. This proves that enriching templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>SQ + WOZ_Small</th>
<th>SQ + Velocidapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Partial value match</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Value mismatch</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Slot mismatch</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Former value match</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Overly long match</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*. Missing article “the”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*. Capital letter mistakes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*. Punctuation mistakes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Unrelated</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 54 (49)

Table 7: Distribution of errors over error types made by the SQ+WOZ_Small and SQ+Velocidapter models in the taxi domain test set. Minor error types are marked with a star.
with a diverse set of values increases model robustness. When we omit minor error types and run McNemar’s test, the results indicate that Velocidapter shows statistically significant improvements over WOZ_Small with a 99% confidence level. We believe this is fair since such minor errors are less indicative of dialogue quality, and concern surface realization and inconsistencies in annotated slots. Including every error type in McNemar’s test, the difference between the two systems becomes insignificant. We believe that further improvements to Velocidapter that may include additional language model (LM) smoothing may help address minor errors. LMs can also further diminish value-based errors by masking values with placeholders and filling in with LM predictions, increasing the diversity of values.

4.5 User Study

Velocidapter’s minimal dependence on human labor can be seen as an advantage or a disadvantage. We view our method as a means of providing a choice point to task-oriented dialogue systems designers that yields performance improvement with little manual investment. As we have argued that our framework is easy to replicate, we conduct a user study with two computer science graduate student participants who were aware of the nature of our research. Both students are not co-authors nor did they have any expertise in authoring dialogues. As training for the annotation process, we first narrated the written instructions\(^2\), then performed a sample template construction with each subject. The subjects then followed the instructions to construct new templates from a few dialogues in a target domain, after which our team performed some post-formatting to facilitate the automation. The actual template construction took between 10–40 minutes, mostly dependent on the number of the dialogues being processed (e.g. 2 for the taxi, 7 for the restaurant domain). On average subjects generated 0.8 templates per minute. With these templates, Velocidapter leverages these starting few dialogues to create a training dataset 4 orders of magnitude larger.

Results of our user study correlate well with our experiments done using the author-generated data: our framework outperforms SQ+WOZ_Small substantially for hotel and taxi domains (cf. Table 6a, last row) at the 95% significance level, whereas the difference for restaurant results are not significant (observation and discussion in Section 4.2). Additionally, the participants reported more familiarity with the process on later domains, pointing towards further amortization of time cost.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce a template-based augmentation framework for the task-oriented dialogue comprehension task. Our framework, Velocidapter, combines the two mutually beneficial concepts of synthetic data generation and domain adaptation to strategically utilize limited human input to greatly enrich sparse dialogue training data. Velocidapter leverages the turn-based nature of dialogue to strategically involve humans-in-the-loop to greatly reduce error robustly. It can be used to augment task-specific domain dialogues in the low-resource, few-shot setting by generating several orders of magnitude larger datasets, substantially decreasing dialogue-specific errors of a model (e.g. partial value match, value mismatch, etc.). This process only requires a little manual intervention: under an hour’s time of a novice human creator for each new domain. Our experiments indicate that Velocidapter is a viable approach in addressing the data gap in comprehension of task-oriented dialogue systems. In the future, we look forward to using our framework on other task-oriented dialogue tasks. We further want to discover the automated extraction of dialogue chunks and generation of templates which can also benefit from controlled text generation techniques.
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